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Abstract: Due to a growing population, urbanization, industrialization and agriculture, the quality of
nature and biodiversity globally has decreased enormously. This also applies to The Netherlands.
Habitat banking is a market-based instrument for nature conservation and sustainable development
to counteract this decrease. We analyze under which conditions habitat banking can indeed offer
possibilities and opportunities for improving biodiversity, nature conservation and sustainable
development in The Netherlands. For this, we first identify the shortcomings of mandatory nature
compensation in The Netherlands and link them to current innovations in Dutch nature policy.
In addition, we investigate three necessary instruments for a successful habitat banking system:
(1) a system for nature valuation, (2) a method for creating ecological opportunity maps, and (3) the
institutional setting in which habitat banking can be operationalized. We conclude that habitat banking
contributes to solving the problems for nature and biodiversity and to sustainable development in
The Netherlands, provided that this is primarily addressed (i) in the domain of voluntary nature
compensation, (ii) in bottom-up pilots for integrated area development (in this article shortly referred
to as area pilots) where the widest possible range of owners and users of these areas is involved, (iii) in a
context of participatory decision-making and (iv) learning and experiment en route to social-ecological
systems (SESs). To actually realize the added value of habitat banking for The Netherlands, further
scientific research is required to collect and analyze empirical data from relevant stakeholders.

Keywords: nature compensation; habitat banking; voluntary compensation; socialization of
nature; sustainable development; integral area development; socio-ecological learning; evolving
human–nature relationships

1. Introduction

In recent decades, the quality of nature worldwide has deteriorated sharply due to a
growing population, urbanization, industrialization and agriculture [1–4]. The same applies to
The Netherlands [5]. Between 1900 and 2000, biodiversity in this densely populated country declined
by more than 60%. (Percentage is relative to the base year 1700 as used by the PBL Netherlands
Environmental Assessment Agency (Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving) for its biodiversity assessments
(globally and European). For national biodiversity assessments, PBL uses the base year 1900 [5].)
Despite many policy efforts, there has not yet been a steady recovery. The spatial, water and
environmental conditions for nature in The Netherlands are not yet sufficient to achieve the nature
objectives agreed in Europe [1]. In addition, mandatory compensation to counterbalance the ecological
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impacts of development projects on ecological networks in The Netherlands is not yet adequately
effective [6]. Furthermore, as a consequence of relatively recent budget cuts in nature policy, the available
resources (money and land) in The Netherlands are insufficient to achieve the European biodiversity
targets [7]. (To illustrate: In the reference year 2010, about 45% of the species in The Netherlands
covered by the EU Birds and Habitats Directives were subject to conditions sufficient for sustainable
conservation. If nature policy were to remain unchanged, this percentage would decrease further [7].)

On the contrary, more and more stakeholders, like citizens and businesses in The Netherlands
recognize the importance of a sustainable society that manages their rich ecological, cultural
and environmental heritage in a responsible manner [8–12]. This trend has also been identified
internationally [13,14]. New stakeholders want to make a positive contribution to nature, biodiversity
and to their environment, but they need a policy perspective that meets their interests [15]. This aligns
well with the current policy innovation of the Dutch government aimed at socialization of nature [16].
Socialization of nature is defined as “a movement in which citizens, businesses and social organizations
take more initiative and/or participate in, and/or are made jointly responsible for, the realization of
public values in the field of nature” [17]. (The government agreements made in connection with current
policy innovations in The Netherlands are expected to result in an improvement from 45% to 65% of the
European nature objectives in 2027. This means a residual task of 35% for Dutch society in the coming
years [7].) In this respect, habitat banking offers incentives to a broad range of nongovernmental
stakeholders to participate in nature conservation and sustainable development.

Habitat banking is a market-based instrument for nature conservation and sustainable
development, based on the principle that biodiversity losses that accompany economic development
can be compensated by creating equal biodiversity gains elsewhere. Stakeholders creating biodiversity
gains can convert the biodiversity values created into biodiversity credits or nature credits and store
them in a habitat bank from which the stakeholders causing a biodiversity loss can buy them. A central
board for habitat banking ensures regulation, validation and verification throughout the process [18–20],
as shown in Figure 1. The supply of nature credits and the demand for these credits to compensate
for the damage to biodiversity (biodiversity debits or nature debits) are traded on a habitat market.
Credits can be produced in advance, without ex-ante links to the debits they compensate for, and can
be stored over time [20]. This offsetting approach leads to nature conservation becoming a more
integral part of society and can even go along with better ecological results in tandem with economic
development [14,21].

Often, the goal of transactions on a habitat market is “ . . . to achieve no net loss of biodiversity,
and preferably a net gain, on the ground with respect to species composition, habitat structure and
ecosystem function, and people’s use and cultural values associated with biodiversity” [22] (p.6).
As habitat banking is already practiced in other continents including the United States and Australia [19],
Eftec et al. [19,20] examined the potential use of habitat banking in the EU as an economic instrument
for biodiversity protection. In addition, the researchers extended the initial definition of no net loss
(NNL) of the Business and Biodiversity Offsets Programme (BBOP) [22] to include “ . . . ecosystem
services, including livelihood aspects” [19] (p.59). They argued that the potential for habitat banking
is still limited, but there is some evidence of interest related to voluntary actions driven by social
entrepreneurship (corporate social responsibility—CSR). With appropriate ecological and social criteria,
a viable habitat banking market could be developed in the EU. Further action to develop habitat
banking as a policy tool is therefore justified [19].
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Figure 1. Essence of habitat banking and associated organizational structures [15].

Several authors discuss the potentials for habitat banking, both at European [19,20,23,24] and
Dutch level [15,18,25]. Numerous studies consider habitat banking to be a more efficient tool for
nature conservation than current practice and make suggestions for its design [18,23–26]. But there is
also criticism on habitat banking. This concerns, among other things, the technocratic approach, the
commodification of habitats for exchange, and the notion of habitat banking as an inherent permission
to burden and destroy the environment, which is at odds with ethical and moral principles.

Our central research question is in which way habitat banking offers possibilities and opportunities
for improvement of biodiversity, nature conservation and sustainable development. And additionally,
how can habitat banking further support mandatory and voluntary nature compensation, so that they
contribute more adequately to this improvement? We argue that habitat banking in The Netherlands
has not been very successful in practice, because it has so far focused primarily on the interests of
economics (profit) and ecology (planet), which results in social (people) interests being pushed into
the background. Habitat banking, however, enables Dutch companies, governments, civil society
organizations and citizens to contribute to the realization of NNL [18].

The originality and value of this article relate to the contributions to the already existing literature
on habitat banking in the following ways. It provides: (i) a review of the most recent developments in
Dutch nature policies and their links with habitat banking; (ii) a combined view of issues and knowledge
that were previously examined separately; (iii) a description of a learning and experimentation process
for voluntary nature compensation, including socio-ecological learning, necessary for implementing
a habitat banking system; and (iv) starting points for further interdisciplinary research to obtain
empirical data among relevant stakeholders and deepen insights into habitat banking in practice.

In this article, we first describe the methods used (Section 2). Our results are described in
Section 3, Section 4, Section 5, Section 6, Section 7, Section 8. First, we identify the shortcomings of
mandatory nature compensation and link them to current innovations in policy development as a
result of transitions in Dutch society (Section 3). Next, also considering critical remarks on nature
compensation and habitat banking (Section 4), we propose a possible design of habitat banking in
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The Netherlands (Section 5). We investigate three necessary instruments for a successful habitat
banking system (Section 6, Section 7, Section 8) and finally summarize relevant discussion points
(Section 9) and our conclusions (Section 10).

2. Methodological Approach

We have explored the solutions habitat banking could offer to enhance nature compensation and
sustainable development in The Netherlands. To this end, we conducted interdisciplinary literature
research from both scientific and grey literature, occasionally supplemented by our own previously
unpublished research. We validated the results of our study by triangulating our findings [27] by means
of the following: (i) Dialogue with relevant stakeholders (individually as well as in focus groups) in the
field of research, government strategy and policy (i.e., nature policy, rural development, economy and
innovation, and spatial planning), and area development (in the years 2015, 2016, 2018, and 2019). (ii) A
not yet published, representative survey among citizens (n = 1043) and businesses (n = 357) in Limburg
about, among other things, voluntary nature compensation, commissioned by the Dutch province
of Limburg (2015) The current article places habitat banking in the broad context of, on the one
hand, a technocratic-reductionist value assessment of nature and biodiversity based on the idea of
objective truths about it, and, on the other hand, a holistic approach to nature and biodiversity in which
socio-cultural and underlying human and moral values should play an equal role to achieve sustainable
development, social sustainability and ultimately a sustainable human–nature relationship. By linking
these two approaches, abuse of habitat banking can be prevented (see Sections 5 and 9). We have not
yet published the results of this survey, because that broader context is crucial for this. (iii) A survey
among policy staff of Dutch provinces involved in nature compensation (2015). (iv) Critical reviews
and corrections of our texts by relevant researchers of the PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment
Agency (2016, 2019) and Wageningen Economic Research (2016). A list of the stakeholders involved
can be obtained from the first author.

The nonmonetary nature valuation systems available for The Netherlands have been developed
for a certain application area, for example for area development or mandatory nature compensation,
and therefore not always directly suitable for habitat banking. In Section 6 we investigate the following
nature assessment systems for their usability for habitat banking in The Netherlands:

1. PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency [28]. This nature valuation system is
primarily developed for application in sustainable and integrated area development. For a critical
reflection on this we refer to [29]. PBL further developed this nature valuation system for aquatic
nature in 2014 [30].

2. The valuation system proposed in the preliminary study on habitat banking [18]. This is primarily
designed for voluntary compensation.

3. The Instrument for Nature Points of the National Green Fund & Van Groenendael [31,32], intended
primarily for mandatory compensation and offsetting.

4. Aggregated nature valuation system of the BEE (Biodiversity Ecosystems and Economy)
Platform [33].

In order to give an indication about the usefulness of the nature valuation systems 1 to 4 in
bottom-up area pilots for habitat banking, we assess them qualitatively from scientific as well as grey
literature. For this purpose, we use the following assessment criteria, some of which have already been
proposed in part by [31–33]:

a. “Ecologically justified”, so that no net loss of biodiversity can be guaranteed on the basis of the
calculated values of nature and biodiversity (credits and debits), without unnecessary economic
or other social developments being blocked.

b. “Workable”, meaning simple and payable. Working with nature valuation systems should
therefore not be cost-increasing and preferably cheaper than current practice. One of the
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questions underlying this assessment criterion is therefore to what extent working with a certain
nature valuation system can be done independently of expert judgement.

c. “Credible”: This is determined by features such as transparency, objectivity and unambiguity,
with which the system’s societal support increases. Whether the criticism on habitat banking
is justified, i.e., whether or not an ecologically sound and consistent approach is being taken,
everyone should be able to judge for themselves on the basis of a nature valuation system that
enables social control and adjustment.

d. Broadly and generally “applicable”. A nature valuation system has added value if it can be
applied not only in the calculation of nature value, but also for other areas of application, such as
the monitoring and evaluation of nature’s values, tendering procedures and for comparison of
alternatives in environmental impact assessments and cost-benefit Analysis (CBA). Furthermore,
for the operationalization of habitat banking, it is important that a nature valuation system
can be applied in all distinct area categories, both within and outside protected nature areas.
The broader and more generally applicable the valuation systems used, the more likely it is that
in the end a proliferation of different valuation systems can be prevented.

3. Nature Compensation and Habitat Banking in a Changing Society in The Netherlands

In order to be able to identify the potential role of habitat banking for nature compensation and
sustainable development in The Netherlands, it is first necessary to understand the shortcomings
in current nature compensation practices. In this section, we further explore the opportunities and
possibilities of changing nature policy to habitat banking as a better alternative.

3.1. Shortcomings of Mandatory Compensation in The Netherlands

Numerous studies [6,34] indicate that mandatory nature compensation in The Netherlands has
major shortcomings. It (1) does not lead to the desired results for biodiversity, (2) leaves insufficient
room for (socio) economic developments, (3) is expensive compared to what it yields, (4) is often not
(or has difficulties in being) physically feasible, and (5) is complex and not transparent. As a result,
social control is difficult and registration, control and enforcement by responsible authorities are
not adequately carried out [35]. Kalisvaart and Van Groenendael [34] summarize the results of five
studies into the functioning of nature compensation in the period 2003–2012 into the following key
issues: (a) late compensation in relation to the time of the intervention, (b) the insufficient quality
of compensation nature, (c) unclear allocation of responsibilities, (d) fragmentation of compensation
nature, and (e) insufficient control due to lack of registration of the compensatory measures, so that
after the implementation of the compensation, the allocation of responsibility for managing the new
area(s) of nature is seldom completed. Significant shortcomings have also been identified with regard
to the legal frameworks and regulations, in the sense that (i) the rules are too complex, so initiators
do not know where they stand, (ii) the knowledge of rules concerning nature compensation among
competent authorities and initiators is limited, (iii) the result is not transparent due to the accumulation
of relevant protection regimes and compensation obligations, and (vi) the existing differences between
provinces cause confusion. This is due to their own ability to regulate the compensation principle
with regard to ecological networks such as Natura2000 and the Dutch Nature Network (the so-called
Nature Network The Netherlands—NNN) and the protection of other areas of nature at provincial or
regional level [36].

The decentralization of nature policy in 2013 may even have exacerbated the situation.
Gorissen et al. [15] (p. 18) showed that provinces’ autonomous policy responsibility resulted in
different choices with regard to the compensation principle (e.g., on the application of weighting factors
for recovery time, quality and rarity of habitat types). Furthermore, provinces opted more often for
financial compensation instead of compensation in kind. Some provinces also broadened their nature
compensation policy to include social compensation policy or spatial quality policy, thus ensuring
integrated area development and further quality gains than only those of biodiversity. In addition,
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so-called perverse incentives have been identified that could undermine nature compensation policy.
These include incentives for (i) acceleration of the decline of baseline biodiversity, (ii) the phasing out
of conservation measures that are not being set off, (iii) the marginalization of volunteering for nature
conservation, and (iv) provoking false public confidence in environmental outcomes as a result of
marketing offset actions as benefits [37]. All in all, the complexity of mandatory nature compensation
is increasing rather than decreasing.

3.2. Socialization of Nature: Changing Strategies that Fit in with Habitat Banking

In past decades, the domain of nature policy and nature conservation has increasingly been
dominated by the national government [38]. In this context biophysical experts with their scientifically
founded technocratic positions, were considered ‘able to speak the truth to power’ [39]. At least
some of the shortcomings of mandatory nature compensation can be attributed to this trend [40–43].
Policy innovation aimed at the socialization of nature should reduce the resulting distance between
nature policy and society [17] and support a gradual evolution of a dynamic and mutual relationship
between man and nature [44]. This policy vision arose from the recognition of the importance of a
balanced relationship between people and nature [45–47], not only for nature and biodiversity itself,
but also for human health and social well-being [16,48–52]. In this regard, the fundamental attitude of
man towards nature is referred to as culturally reflexive stewardship, (defined as ‘stewardship in a
subjectivist and culturally dependent sense of the term value’ [53]) [54], or green stewardship [55],
and indirect reciprocity (in the sense of “I help you and somebody else helps me”). This mindset
requires monitoring, not only partners in continuing interactions but also all individuals within
the social network [56] (p.1291). To achieve the intended sustainable human–nature relationship,
various interlocking top-down and bottom-up strategies or attitudes towards nature as shown in
Figure 2 must be deployed [57–59]. From the top-down perspective of the government [60], these can
be referred to as (i) marketization (i.e., transfer of responsibilities towards nature to the market)
and (ii) civic participation or transfer of governmental responsibilities to the energetic society [61]
or civic society [17,59]. To date, the recent practice of policy debates on socialization of nature in
The Netherlands is still often based on either marketization [9,62] or civic participation, without
mutually balancing the two approaches [63,64].Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 37 
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The new Environmental and Planning Act of The Netherlands, which enters into force in 2021,
may offer more possibilities for private considerations and initiatives of companies, citizens and
civil society organizations. However, the exact impact on nature conservation cannot yet be fully
determined [65]. In view of the identified shortcomings of mandatory nature compensation, this strategy
alone will not be sufficient in the coming years for the desired development of sustainable and resilient
interactions between human societies and the natural environment. This means that sustainable
development, characterized by a durable integration of economic activities (profit) with social (people)
and environmental (planet) priorities [51,66–71], will not be achieved with only the current approach
of mandatory compensation. On the other hand, increasing attention is being paid to the importance
of nature outside protected nature areas [16,72]. In these areas in particular, voluntary compensation
can have added value, not only for biodiversity, but also for society [15,23]. In order to help achieve
nature conservation and economic developments, various parties in The Netherlands consider habitat
banking as (i) a promising alternative to the current mandatory compensation, (ii) an instrument to
enable voluntary compensation by companies and citizens by offering new action perspectives for
improving nature and their environment and (iii) facilitating validated trade-offs between the interests
of nature and the economic and social development needs of stakeholders, and all in all, (iv) a driving
force for the envisaged social innovation, as shown in Figure 2 [15,18,20,34,73–75]. Further examples
are the Platform for Biodiversity Ecosystems and Economy (Platform BEE) [76], the Dutch national
committee of the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN NL) [77], and the Dutch
Natural Capital community [78]. PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL) argues
that habitat banking can stimulate the connection between nature and the economy [79] (Natuurlijk
Kapitaal Nederland. Natuur and economie verbinden [80]). Habitat banking combined with culturally
reflexive stewardship and indirect reciprocity at local or regional level leads to the development
of strong self-governing communities that organize their own natural capital, its management and
sustainable use [58,81,82].

However, critical remarks are also made about habitat banking. We will address these in the
next section.

4. Critical Remarks on Nature Compensation and Habitat Banking

Nature compensation and habitat banking are generally seen as ways to achieve equivalence
between ecological losses and gains, and primarily as technical challenges [22,23,83]. This technocratic
view and the associated growing confidence in a philosophy of social engineering towards
nature [74] that characterize a reductionist-mechanistic or technocratic paradigm [84–86] have profound
consequences: (i) the practice of nature compensation considers nature as isolated biodiversity units that
can be easily defined, measured and exchanged across time and space; (ii) it redefines conservation as
an exchange of credits, implying that the value of nonhuman nature can be determined by reductionistic
value assessments and even by a financial price; (iii) it denies the locational specificity of biodiversity,
ignores wider dimensions like the ‘sense of place’ for people and deepens nature–culture and
nature–society gaps in the human–nature relationship; (iv) it links conservation with land development
and economic growth, anticipating and circumventing conflicting positions. This all leads to the
conclusion that the problem of biodiversity loss due to economic development is being depoliticized
by presenting nature compensation as a technical issue [74,87] that only requires stricter application of
the nature compensation rules and careful design of offsets and habitat banking initiatives. Regardless
of whether this is a realistic option in a densely populated country like The Netherlands in the current
time of decentralization [2], a more fundamental question is whether it is possible to assess, compare
and equate the damaged nature in one place with the ecological result of its restoration elsewhere [23].
Environmental philosophers claim in a general sense that ecological restoration through technocracy
does not work because nature cannot be made by man [47].

The economic logic underlying nature compensation and habitat banking is also criticized.
In this regard, a number of authors identified the risk of further utilization and commodification of
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nature [14,87–90]. Commodification of nature is defined as a process of transformation of nonhuman
nature into an object of trade [59] (p. 20). Gómez-Baggethun et al. [91] analyzed an analogous process of
commodification with respect to the concept of ecosystem services, identifying a slow movement over
a period of three decades, from the original economic concept of the benefits of nature as use values in
Classical economy towards their conceptualization in terms of exchange values in current neoclassical
economy. The authors consider the linking of demanders and suppliers in real markets through the
design and implementation of institutional structures as the final phase of a process of commodification.
Habitat banking could become one of those institutions [59] (p. 22). Institutional structures are able
to adapt human behavior and motivations [92,93]. For example, by creating economic incentives
for nature conservation, market-based mechanisms can lead to an increase in individualism and
competition in societies previously structured on the basis of community and indirect reciprocity
values [56]. All in all, such calls reinforce extrinsic values associated with the pursuit of prestige, power,
image and status, further suppressing human and moral values with regard to caring for others and
the environment. This means that there are still many socio-ecological uncertainties on the possible
side effects of transferring utilitarian market-based principles to nature conservation [91].

Nature compensation and habitat banking also involve a number of potential or perceived risks
which may lead to under-utilization of the earlier stages of the mitigation hierarchy and the overruling
of conceptual frameworks outlining guidelines and evaluation criteria [14,23] (p.9). This lowers the
threshold for project approval and thus facilitates permanent land-use change with negative net effects
on nature and biodiversity [23,87]. Destroying nature would thus become acceptable if the damage
to nature could be repaired elsewhere [89]. Habitat banking as a “license to trash” [2,23,94] or a
“license to destroy” [89] for project developers could easily and increasingly lead to compensation
being implemented outside the geographical boundaries of development sites (off-site compensation),
thus allowing developers to increase their net developable area [87]. Such a “license to operate”
for developers, frequently referred to as “greenwashing” [90] or “un-green grabbing” (“un-green
grabbing” is defined as the current neoliberal process of intensifying the exploitation of protected
natural areas) [95], often leads to unsustainable results.

Human societies depend on myriad functioning ecosystems in innumerable ways that are far from
being fully understood [14]. The generally accepted intention of offsetting and nature compensation
in Western society focusses solely on preventing net loss of biodiversity [22,23,83], while ignoring
the importance of ecosystem functions and ecosystem services (Biodiversity is necessary for the
provision of ecosystem services, but more biodiversity will not necessarily deliver more ecosystem
services. The provision of ecosystem services is influenced more by the ecological characteristics of
the more general species than by the number of species [18].) for economic prosperity, sustainable
development (Unsustainable use of ecosystems reduces their ability to deliver ecosystem services [96].
In The Netherlands this has been the case since about 1990. As a result, the supply of ecosystem
services in The Netherlands can no longer meet all Dutch demand on this, which increases the
dependence of the Dutch economy on natural capital abroad [97].) and human well-being [45,98–101].
Ecosystem functions and ecosystem services should therefore also be assessed and compensated [102].
Some authors therefore argue that multiple ecological, instrumental and noninstrumental values of
social-ecological systems should all be taken into account in calculations [103]. However, the necessary
broadening or integration of valuation systems that could facilitate this multidimensional value
approach in nature compensation and habitat banking, is not or is hardly available yet [18,103].
Although many relevant studies have been conducted [79,101,102,104–106], generic indicators as a
basis for workable valuation systems for economic and societal valuation of ecosystem services and
functions are still missing. Furthermore, since what is not measurable is not compensated, nature
compensation and habitat banking can lead to multiple losses and unsustainable results. These losses
concern ecological, instrumental and noninstrumental values [88,103].

In line with these criticisms, researchers point out that economic logic disconnects nature
conservation from its spatial, evolutionary, historical, social, and ethical context [88,89,101] and that
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all in all moral responsibilities of man towards nature, biodiversity and a sustainable society get
eroded [47,103,107–109]. To counteract this development, scientists point out that economic activity
depends on and should therefore be embedded in self-organizing natural and social systems with
awareness of limits to growth [107]. In this regard, social scientists argue that (i) the natural environment
is socially and culturally constructed, meaning that problems in environmental and nature policy
are always the result of such constructions [86,91,99,100,110,111] and (ii) therefore a serious focus on
relational values in research and social-environmental decision-making is needed. Relational values
underpin meaningful relationships and responsibilities between individuals and societies, and also
include sought-after human–nature relationships [45,46,100,112–114]. The underlying paradigm
of sociological research (i.e., a holistic or integrated paradigm [85,115]) is less technocratic and
reductionistic and takes more accounts of nonlinear interactions, subjectivity and motivations of
people [85,86,116–119].

Habitat banking, however, also offers opportunities and possibilities for solving the problems for
nature and biodiversity and for sustainable development. Our design of habitat banking in the next
section therefore takes into account the criticisms outlined above.

5. Design of Habitat Banking in The Netherlands

5.1. Habitat Banking in the Field of Nature Compensation

A way to address both socio-ecological uncertainties and the multitude of values associated with
social-ecological systems could be to combine top-down and bottom-up knowledge in participatory
stakeholder processes (e.g., focus groups, deliberation workshops) in order to arrive at transparent
and responsible “compromise solutions” [103,120,121]. As we have already seen, these “compromise
solutions” on an ecological, economic and social basis are considered relevant to achieving sustainable
development. The results of top-down introduced reductionist-technocratic economic and ecological
value calculations can guide the intended participating stakeholder processes. They should not be
considered as absolute truths, but should be linked to socio-cultural and relational values from a
specific bottom-up perspective.

Gorissen et al. [15] explain that the implementation of habitat banking to improve biodiversity,
mandatory nature compensation and sustainable development in The Netherlands, requires a top-down
process of an evolving governmental framework of instruments, (calculation) tools and protocols
interacting with bottom-up integral area pilots, in which primarily market and society work together,
as shown in Figure 3. The interaction between the top-down and bottom-up perspective is considered
a process of socio-ecological learning.

As a first step in a process towards habitat banking, various parties argued in favor of experimenting
with a system of voluntary compensation for the loss of biodiversity [18,19,74,75]. This is in order
to minimize or limit the potential risks to nature and biodiversity, associated with the complexity of
the legal, ecological, administrative and financial frameworks of mandatory nature compensation.
In addition, as there are fewer legal restrictions in the domain of voluntary compensation, there are more
opportunities to gain experience with habitat banking and the instruments and organization needed for
this. Scientists in The Netherlands recommend starting with area pilots aimed at a broader application
of habitat banking at a regional level. Private parties such as citizens and companies are willing to
invest in nature, but so far, their interests have not been sufficiently exploited in practice [15,122].
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socio-ecological learning from area pilots. The policy space of Dutch provinces is at the hinge point [15].

5.2. Top-Down Evolving Governmental Frameworks on Economic and Ecological Values

In order to start a habitat banking system in The Netherlands that ultimately has added value
for both voluntary and mandatory nature compensation, at least the following instruments and
frameworks should be in place [15,18,31,34]:

1. nationally recognized nature valuation systems to validate (where we refer to “validation” in this
article, other publications about habitat banking refer to “certification”) the ecological value of
(a) new nature and nature that is to be compensated, as well (b) the greening of landscapes in
order to improve the quality of the living environment;

2. ecological opportunity maps that (a) help suppliers and demanders of biodiversity credits to
make choices about where to implement which type of compensation, and (b) can facilitate
companies with their area-specific choices, based on the importance of public support in their
local environment and the desire to achieve compensation preferably as locally as possible; and

3. a national organizational structure, including (a) a central board as shown in Figure 1 for habitat
banking to legally arrange trade in biodiversity credits, create tools and protocols, and supervise
the functioning of habitat banking, and (b) a habitat bank that registers biodiversity credits,
areas for which credits are registered and habitat responsibilities, providing insight into the
potential supply and demand of biodiversity credits and financially monitoring the trade of
biodiversity credits.

5.3. Socio-Ecological Learning about Socio-Cultural and Relational Values in Bottom-Up Integral Area Pilots

Provinces can play an important role in testing potential nature valuation systems, ecological
opportunity maps and habitat banking organizations. They have the expertise to facilitate habitat
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banking experiments in integral area pilots that bring together opportunities for creating new nature
(creating nature credits) and demand for nature compensation. They can bring individual interests
of landowners and land users in line with collective interests of economic and nature development.
In some provinces in The Netherlands, the possibilities of taking practical steps towards habitat banking
have been investigated [25,122–124]. Gorissen et al. [15] (pp. 49–50) have elaborated the frameworks,
outlines and preconditions for a successful implementation of such area pilots for habitat banking.

These pilots allow for organizational and social learning [125–135], and for sustainability-oriented
innovation [107]. They thus enable the further development of best practices of the area pilots into a
habitat banking system that will ultimately also have an added value in terms of mandatory nature
compensation, in line with the principles of the BBOP Standard [22,23,83]. Based on scientific literature,
we propose a learning process scheme for the further development of habitat banking in three phases,
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Further development of habitat banking through single-loop, double-loop and triple-loop
learning [15].

These three learning phases can be referred to as follows:

1. Single-loop learning: habitat banking as an experiment. This learning cycle is about operational
optimization and eco-efficiency, i.e., what we do can be improved: Do we do the things right? In
other words, do we work effectively, or can things be improved? Single loop learning therefore
means learning through the consequences of specific actions. In the case of habitat banking, this
initially relates to the available nature valuation system(s), ecological opportunity maps and
organizational structures.

2. Double-loop learning: further development of habitat banking for voluntary nature compensation.
This is about organizational transformation, and the how: Do we do the right things? Do we
work efficiently, or can we achieve our goal more easily by focusing (more) on other things? In
double loop learning people reflect on the assumptions which underlie their actions. In habitat
banking, double loop learning results in (further) developed tools, protocols, guidelines and
organizational structures.
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3. Triple loop learning: habitat banking as a system, ultimately also for mandatory nature
compensation. This learning cycle is about system building and societal change, i.e., the
why: Why do we make certain choices? Only with this solid substantiation can habitat banking as
a system have sufficient strength for a responsible further application in the context of mandatory
nature compensation to deliver no net loss or net gain of biodiversity [22,23,83], with use of the
developed tools, protocols, guidelines, and organizational structures. Different parts of a habitat
banking system can go through different learning cycles simultaneously [131].

The learning process described above is still fairly technocratic and reductionist. It is based on the
predominant vision on habitat banking in scientific literature, where nature valuation systems, ecological
opportunity maps and organizational structures are considered objective truths. This approach is
associated with the risk that ultimately (i) personal commitments towards nature, narratives and
constructs of connectedness with nature and the natural landscape will be eroded [47,59], and (ii) the
development of a habitat banking system gets stuck in bureaucratic work processes and institutions
that produce “more of the same” or “at most a better version of the same” [134]. Such work
processes and institutions may thus gradually lose their democratic legitimacy. To counterbalance
this development, it is crucial to organize the learning process on habitat banking in connection with
the corresponding social and cultural context [86,136]. For a democratic development process of
habitat banking, it is therefore vital that discursive practices include marginalized notions of nature
and its values [59,114] (p. 6; pp. 40–49). As a consequence, in order to prevent the development
of a habitat banking system from stagnating, it is necessary to establish the learning process above
in association with a cocreative learning process: a joint interaction process of social learning by
doing. This socio-ecological learning process is accompanied by the development of horizontal social
networks: dynamic, open and complex social systems on different scales, each with their own identity
and value systems [134]. In the context of habitat banking, these horizontal social networks provide
further insight into (i) the relationships and associated value systems between people and nature and
between people themselves, (ii) the corresponding role of man towards nature of culturally reflexive
stewardship [54] and indirect reciprocity [56], and (iii) the universal moral values in communities
of indirect reciprocity [56]. Horizontal social networks that apply socio-ecological learning generate
self-organizing social-ecological systems (SESs). In interaction with the organization of habitat
banking, these SESs enforce an adaptive management of the approach and further development of
habitat banking. Adaptive managers and decision-makers constantly monitor and integrate the right
ecological, social and economic information into management, thus turning policy-making into an
interdisciplinary, participatory and iterative process in which uncertainty is dealt with in a responsible
manner [81,107,137,138].

6. Assessment of Nature Valuation Systems for Habitat Banking

For the success of habitat banking, it is crucial to use ecologically justified and validated methods to
determine the value of nature and biodiversity that is developed (credits), or that is lost (debits) [18,31,34].
Based on these validated credits and debits, choices can be substantiated aiming at nature-inclusive
solutions, the extent of nature compensation and social support [15], as well as at the many other
application areas mentioned in the literature [33].

A frequently asked question is how to monetize calculated nature values in order to facilitate trade
between supply and demand of biodiversity credits. The findings with habitat banking in Germany,
England and Sweden [15,139,140] (p. 38, Annex 3) show a preference for valuation systems that express
nature values in objective units, but not in monetary units (money). The monetary value of biodiversity
credits (positive) and biodiversity debits (negative) arises from market forces and depends on specific
local or regional circumstances (e.g., land prices and development costs).

The four nonmonetary nature valuation systems we assessed (1. [28]; 2. [18]; 3. [31,32]; and
4. [33]) (where we refer to “validation” in this article, other publications about habitat banking refer to
“certification”) can all be considered as primary valuation systems. (Primary systems are systems that
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are designed to calculate nature value; secondary systems can be used to calculate nature value, but
are not primarily designed for this [33] (p.15).) They are all rooted in the mean species abundance
(MSA) index and further refined for their use in practice. The mean species abundance index is an
indicator of naturalness or biodiversity intactness. It is defined as the mean abundance of original
species relative to their abundance in undisturbed ecosystems. An area with an MSA of 100% means a
biodiversity that is similar to the natural situation. An MSA of 0% means a completely destructed
ecosystem, with no original species remaining. MSA is similar to the biodiversity integrity index,
the biodiversity intactness index (BII) and the living planet index (LPI) [141]. The GLOBIO team
(i.e., a team of about 10 staff members at PBL charged with projects on international biodiversity and
other topics such as biodiversity indicators, and goods and services [141]) emphasizes that MSA does
not completely cover the complex biodiversity concept and that complementary indicators should
be included, when used in extensive biodiversity assessments. MSA is an integrated indicator for
measuring the current and future status of biodiversity in areas that request or offer nature credits [18].
In this context, the valuation methods examined are essentially based on the acreage of the lost or
created nature area, the ecological quality and a weighting factor, based on rarity and trends of species
or the habitat type they live in. In addition to the primary valuation systems, Jaspers et al. [33] consider
the Red Lists as a secondary valuation system for assessing the effects of interventions on nature
value and biodiversity. In combination with the primary systems, this secondary system can be used
to bypass practical problems in the assessment. For example, when defining nature types or partly
arbitrarily determination of the weighting factors per nature type. In such cases, biodiversity value
can be directly linked to the current or future occurrence of Red List species or the rarity of species
rather than via nature types. The occurrence of rare species or Red List species is indicative of quality,
rarity and possible degree of threat. The combination of a primary valuation system with the Red Lists
as a secondary valuation system integrates the species completeness and weighting score (rarity and
threat) at the species level [15] (p. 41 and Annex 4, section E). We therefore consider the Red Lists also
suitable for use in addition to primary valuation systems for further refinement at the scale of areas or
area pilots.

The results of the assessment of the four primary nature valuation systems using the four
assessment criteria of Section 2 (a. ecologically justified; b. workable; c. credible; and d. applicable) are
shown in Table 1. Based on this assessment of nature valuation systems, we analyzed the question of
their application areas and associated advantages and disadvantages in Table 2. We distinguish the
following assessment scores in Tables 1 and 2:
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In general, our findings in Table 2 are as follows:

• The National Green Fund’s nature valuation system [31,32] is the most suitable for mandatory
nature compensation.

• The value system of the preliminary study on habitat banking [18] is most useful for area pilots on
habitat banking with voluntary nature compensation.

• The PBL’s valuation system [28] and the BEE platform’s aggregated valuation system [33] are
more or less in the middle between the two previous systems.

• The BEE platform’s aggregated valuation system [33] is the most suitable for facilitating sustainable
integrated area development, because it quickly and unambiguously shows the effects of various
options for action in areas on nature, both inside and outside protected nature areas.
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• The PBL’s valuation system [28], the value system of the preliminary study on habitat banking [18]
and the BEE platform’s aggregated valuation system [33] are all suitable for use in pilots on habitat
banking with voluntary compensation.

• For area pilots on habitat banking with mandatory and voluntary compensation, all four assessed
nature valuation systems can be used, possibly in combination in order be able to provide
area-specific customization.

Finally, we would like to make the following comments on this study of nature valuation systems:

1. The concept of “biodiversity” should be seen as a discursive find of recent times [154] (p. 53),
while the relationship between man and nature is already as old as humanity.

2. All nature valuation systems assessed here are based on the idea that the value of nature and
biodiversity can be objectively calculated. However, as we have already seen, the idea of an
objective truth about the value of nature and biodiversity does not exist, as all valuation processes
are socially and culturally constructed. It is vital for the success of habitat banking to make this
awareness operational in its work processes.

3. Environmental impact assessments and economic versus ecological value assessments have
difficulty in capturing, in particular, socio-cultural values and underlying human and moral
values [54,155]. As a result of all this, governments, policy makers and nongovernmental
organizations struggle with the question of how communities can be effectively involved in
environmental decision-making. Participatory processes in bottom-up area pilot projects can
contribute to solving this problem.
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Table 1. Global assessment of four mean species abundance (MSA)-based primary nature valuation systems against criteria a–d.

Criteria→ Valuation System ↓ a. Ecologically
Justified

b. Workable
Uncomplicated Payable

c. Credible Transparent
Objective Social Support d. Applicable Main Remarks/Concerns

Environmental Assessment
Agency of The Netherlands

(PBL) [28]
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• Developed primarily for use in sustainable integrated area development and
cost benefit analysis (CBA).

• Calculates relative decrease or increase in nature value.
• As a fixed frame of reference for the societal valuation of calculated nature points

is missing in this valuation system, this result does not provide information on
the actual value of nature in points or units with more general validity.

• Nature points or units and mean species abundance (MSA) according to the PBL
system provide a scientific basis for the objective determination of the quality of
nature, but underlying data are often lacking.

• Required use of expert judgement as well as the availability of effect forecasting
models for certain types of nature are unfavorable in relation to objectivity
and applicability.

• Various uncertainties have been identified in the determination of nature points
based on the PBL system: i) the exact content of measures to be assessed; ii)
future (autonomous) developments; iii) the information and models used to
assess the effects of autonomous developments and measures [30]. (These
concerns of Van Gaalen et al. [30] did not only apply to the PBL system, but also
to the other valuation systems the authors investigated [15].)

• The application of weighting factors could be further improved [30].

Preliminary study on habitat
banking [18].
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• Developed primarily for application for flexible compensation on a
voluntary basis.

• Same remarks for nature quality determination as for PBL system.
• Simply applicable, especially due to the lack of a weighting factor.
• Suitable for application in the context of habitat banking in the domain of

voluntary compensation.

Instrument for Nature Points of
The Netherlands’ National

Green Fund [31,32]
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• Developed primarily for application in relation to mandatory compensation
and offsetting.

• Limited depending on expert judgement.
• Method of determining future nature quality is not clear.
• Policy status is given too much emphasis in the calculation (compared to, for

example, the criterium “ecological quality”). Jaspers et al. [33] recommended to
bring the weighting factors of the Nationaal Groenfonds & Van
Groenendael [31,32] more in line with the scale of the PBL system [28] and made
proposals to that effect [15] (Appendix 4, pp. 95–105).

• As a fixed frame of reference for the societal valuation of calculated nature
points is missing in this valuation system, it cannot make clear the actual nature
value in points or units with more general validity.

• Less suitable for use in habitat banking in voluntary compensation.
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Table 1. Cont.

Criteria→ Valuation System ↓ a. Ecologically
Justified

b. Workable
Uncomplicated Payable

c. Credible Transparent
Objective Social Support d. Applicable Main Remarks/Concerns

Aggregated nature valuation
system of the Platform BEE
(Biodiversity-Ecosystems-

Economy) [33] (Platform BEE
was a “green deal” of the Dutch
employers’ organization—the
Confederation of Netherlands

Industry and Employers
(VNO-NCW) and the nature

organization—the Dutch
national committee of the

International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN

Netherlands) over the years
2012–2016. These organizations
worked together with corporate

businesses, nature and
environmental organizations,
development cooperation and
Wageningen University, and
aimed at (i) “no net loss” of

biodiversity and ecosystems,
and (ii) “inclusive green

growth”. Together with the
Dutch Ministry of Economic

Affairs, the two initiating
organizations form the

platform’s secretariat [76])
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• Developed primarily to determine the added value of nature-inclusive projects
for nature quality.

• Conversely, it is also aimed at promoting nature-inclusive projects and
increasing social support.

• By choosing to calculate the quality of nature using species lists from the Manual
of Nature Target Types [142], Jaspers et al. [33] ignored the more recent systems
of the Natura 2000 habitat types [143], the Vegetation of
The Netherlands [144–149], and the Nature and Landscape Index [150].

• Independently of this, we consider the premise of Jaspers et al. [33] that the
species lists in the Manual of Nature Target Types [142] have been fully and
nationally validated, as questionable.

• Nature quality should be determined more on the basis of habitat quality than
proposed by Jaspers et al. [33] and less on the species lists of Bal et al. [142].
After all, species present or to be developed depend on the habitat quality and
thus are the result of that. Since this requires more expert judgement, we
recommend further optimization, based in particular on the criteria a)
ecologically justified; b) workable and c) credible.

• In determining the current and future situation, Jaspers et al. [33] assume
different groups of species. As a result, the situation before and after the
intervention are not comparable. In this regard, we recommend (i) to assess the
current and future situation on the basis of the same groups of species, in order
to establish the baseline situation; and (ii) to use the same groups of species as
indicators to predict the future situation and to measure developments
periodically after the intervention.

• For certain types of nature, plants are excluded from the assessment. By contrast,
we recommend using plants as a basis for the assessment of all types of nature.

• For certain types of nature, the assessment of the species group of plants
produces a different quality score because the plant data in the National
Database Flora and Fauna (NDFF) [151] are not fully used.

• As a point for improvement, we therefore recommend using the data from the
National Vegetation Database (LVD) [152,153] in addition to the NDFF.

• In line with this, we consider ecological opportunity maps as a logical next step.
• Another recommendation is to further develop the frame of reference Nature

Target Types [142] into reference lists of more common species on the basis of
available databases.

• The selection of species groups with a limited versus a large number of reference
species leads directly to a relatively low-quality versus a relatively high-quality
score. This can give a distorted picture that should be corrected.

• As a fixed frame of reference for the societal valuation of calculated nature points
is missing in this valuation system, this result does not provide information on
the actual value of nature in points or units with more general validity.

• (System) optimizations recommended by Jaspers et al. [33] should actually
be realized.
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Table 2. The usefulness of four MSA-based primary valuation systems for applications at regional and national scale levels.

Application→ Valuation
System ↓

Sustainable Area
Development

Pilots Habitat-Banking with
Voluntary Compensation Mandatory Compensation Key Remarks, Pros and Cons

Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency (PBL) [28]
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7. Ecological Opportunity Maps: Search Tools for Ecological and Economic Developments

In addition to one or more nature valuation systems as an objective supporting instrument
for habitat banking, ecological opportunity maps are required [34] (pp. 73–75). Such ecological
opportunity maps are geographical maps that show the suitability of locations and areas for species
and habitat types. These maps can therefore facilitate suppliers and buyers of biodiversity credits to
make choices about where they want to introduce which compensation. Ecological opportunity maps
are generated by linking distribution data of species and plant communities (possibly aggregated
into habitat types or nature target types) to various thematic maps (including geomorphology, soil,
water management, climate and land use) using GIS [156]. Ecological opportunity maps can be
combined with other map layers, based on, for example, the hotspot monitor [157], Atlas Natural
Capital [158] or research into multifunctional green space and the importance of nature in the context
of the Atlas for municipalities [159]. For the background of working with ecological opportunity maps,
we refer to Appendix A.

Ecological opportunity maps can be used for two purposes, which provide information relevant
to the development of mandatory and voluntary compensation plans:

1. optimization of the choice of a planning location by identifying risks and reducing the research
burden for initiators; and

2. finding a suitable compensation location and calculating the net gain of nature.

In Appendix A we further discuss working with ecological opportunity maps (Appendix A.1),
methods for creating ecological opportunity maps (Appendix A.2), and the use of ecological opportunity
maps for planning considerations (Appendix A.3).

8. Organizational Structures for Habitat Banking in The Netherlands

In principle, three main forms of organization are suitable for the coordination of transactions
in the context of habitat banking and sustainable development: (1) pure markets characterized by a
demand, a supply, a transaction of (virtual) goods or services and a price (e.g., the Western European
wood market or stock markets); (2) hierarchies, with a focus mainly on command and control (e.g.,
the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) [160]); or (3) hybrid forms, which combine features of
markets and hierarchies (e.g., Apple Inc. with its independent dealer network, or more specifically,
the wetland mitigation banking system in Florida—the Regulatory In lieu fee and Bank Information
Tracking System (RIBITS) [24]). Scientific research has shown that a hybrid form of organization is
most suitable for habitat banking. This means the market characteristics of a habitat banking system
should allow a certain degree of autonomy and self-adjustment between developers of nature credits
and habitat bankers, but only once the number of allocated or required credits has been determined
by regulators [19,24,90]. Oversimplification of a habitat banking system as just “a market” has led
to much criticism of this compensation for nature and biodiversity [24]. For creating confidence in
a habitat banking system, it is essential that regulators (i) are independent, (ii) have the necessary
expertise and experience (with regard to nature conservation policy, land use policy and planning
regulations, environmental legislation, business law and financial administration), (iii) are adequately
funded and have sufficient staffing capacity to work effectively and within reasonable time limits, and
(iv) can be controlled, with publicly available audits of their activities and decisions [19].

Research into habitat banking in The Netherlands has also shown that societal confidence in
the system, as well as users’ confidence in each other are essential to its success. These users can
include companies, private landowners, land management organizations, banking institutions and
possibly public authorities. Habitat banking in The Netherlands is regarded a feasible option for
voluntary compensation if its governance and management are designed independently, transparently,
cost-effectively and efficiently [18,33]. To this end, the following elements are considered important in
the context of a regulatory role within an organizational structure for habitat banking in The Netherlands:
1) a central board for habitat banking and 2) a habitat bank [18,122]. This is in line with the approach
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in many other countries [19,20,90,139,161] and also essentially corresponds to the organizational
structure that emerged from the investigations of Blom et al. [26] on how to set up a trading system
for biodiversity in Europe. Combining the two instances in one organization would be simpler and
potentially save costs but is not recommended. It would undermine the credibility of habitat banking
because an organization that is solely controlled itself does not inspire confidence. In addition, the tasks
of a central board for habitat banking and a habitat bank are so different that there is no added value in
terms of both content and financial aspects of the association in a single organization [18].

In order to be able to start habitat banking against the background of socio-ecological learning in
Dutch area pilots, a decision is required on (1) the establishment or designation of both a central board
for habitat banking and a habitat bank, and (2) validation of the value and quantity of nature credits
and debits [22,23,83]. For an explanation of the character and tasks of both organizations, we refer to,
among others, De Bie and Warmenhoven [18] (pp. 53-56) and Gorissen et al. [15] (pp. 44–48). For the
first period until the viability of habitat banking has been proven in practice, it is recommended to
connect with existing organizations for the role of both organizations [18]. We investigated which
existing organizations might be suitable for the role of both organizations during an initial phase of
learning and experimenting. The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.

Finally, we would like to point out that organizations for a first role in habitat banking should
aim at (i) supporting participatory decision-making processes in bottom-up area pilot projects and
(ii) providing adequate guidance for these processes. Of course, they must be prevented from
developing power cultures with maintenance of their own organization as main objective.

Table 3. Overview (not exhaustive) of the advantages and disadvantages of candidates for the role
of the central board for habitat banking in an initial phase. (The analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages of the National Green Fund has been adopted from De Bie and Warmenhoven [18].).

Organization Advantages Disadvantages

Commission for
Environmental Impact
Assessment [162]

• Well acquainted with the system and methodology
of prevention, mitigation and compensation.

• Compensation is the final piece of impact
assessment and is therefore in line with
environmental impact reporting.

• High level of knowledge and experience about
monitoring and reporting on
environmental measures.

• Familiar with a wide range of companies and
their activities.

• Unknown with implementation of
nature compensation.

• Less familiar with biodiversity,
habitat types and the like; more
focused on environmental impacts.

• This is an operational task that is
not fully compatible with the
Commission’s completely
independent role in Environmental
Impact Reporting.

National Green
Fund [163] • Well aware of the methodology of mandatory

nature compensation.
• Extensive experience in the implementation of the

mandatory nature compensation.

• Unfamiliar with environmental
management by and in companies.

• Is not unprejudiced about the
implementation of voluntary
compensation due to close
involvement with
mandatory compensation.

IUCN NL [77], in
continuation of Platform
BEE [76]

• Working at the interface of companies and
natural capital.

• Focuses on three themes: (1) green international
cooperation; (2) greening the business sector;
(3) restoration and conservation of nature.

• Is broadly composed of stakeholders from the
business community and stakeholders with a
background in nature and environmental
protection and biodiversity (including NGOs).

• Has knowledge of biodiversity measurement
methods, the Natural Capital Protocol and
Sector Guides.

• It is not yet known whether
IUCN-NL is open to extending its
range of duties with tasks
associated with a central board for
habitat banking.
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Table 3. Cont.

Organization Advantages Disadvantages

Another organization as a possible candidate for the role of central board for habitat banking in the future is the Metta Standard
and Metta Index Organization [164] (see below). The Metta Standard and Index organization enables the quantification of the
environmental impacts of a company, and facilitates the compensation of those impacts, after the company has mitigated them to
the extent possible internally. This means that the Metta organization is currently mainly a user of habitat banking. As a result,
the Metta organization is not yet equally eligible as a candidate for the role of central board for habitat banking. However, if the
Metta organization continues to develop in this direction, it will become an interesting candidate for this.

Metta Standard and
Metta Index
organization [164].

• Has developed the Metta quality mark for
impact-neutral entrepreneurship.

• Has developed quantification rules
for compensation.

• Beyond biodiversity, which means that the Metta
organization focuses not only on biodiversity, but
also on other environmental impacts of companies,
such as the use of natural resources, water and
energy, land use and space occupancy, greenhouse
gases and other emissions to the atmosphere, waste,
and noise and light pollution.

• Has experience in doing assessments at companies
and determining the need for compensation.

• Has experience with the mitigation ladder in
relation to the ecological footprint of companies.

• Offers the necessary compensation through projects.
• Great expertise in the field of standardization

and auditing.

• Quite new initiative with—to
date—a limited number
of customers.

Table 4. Overview (not exhaustive) of the advantages and disadvantages of candidates for the role of
the habitat bank in an initial phase. (The analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the National
Green Fund has been adopted from De Bie & Warmenhoven [18].).

Organization Advantages Disadvantages

National Green Fund [163]
• Well aware of the methodology of

mandatory nature compensation.
• Extensive experience in the

implementation of the mandatory
nature compensation.

• A lot of money paid to the Green
Fund for mandatory compensation
has not yet been spent.

Face the Future [165]
• Experience with trading of

CO2-credits and forest protocols;
recent expansion of expertise with
agriculture and agroforestry.

• Experience with ecosystems and
ecosystem services.

• No experience with
nature compensation.

Netherlands Enterprise Agency
(Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend
Nederland: RVO) [166]

• Experience with Green Certificates
for banks.

• As a government agency
connected with the government.

Forest and Nature Compensation
Foundation [167] • Well aware of the methodology of

mandatory nature compensation.
• Extensive experience in the

implementation of the mandatory
nature compensation.

• Initiative is only a few years old
(foundation was established in
2012). If this continues to develop
well, we see no disadvantages for
the time being.

Organization in the field of
stewardship and area
development

• Informed about forest and nature
compensation and area development.

• We see no disadvantages for the
time being.

Bank that invests in sustainable
businesses and projects • Experience in realizing financial

returns with respect for nature and
climate, for example green projects
(green energy, nature and
sustainable building), environmental
and water technology, organic
farming and natural food.

• No experience with
nature compensation.
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9. Discussion

Habitat banking is not undisputed. And it is still true that “facts are uncertain, values in
dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent” [120,168]. In view of the substantial decline in nature and
biodiversity, this statement calls for measures that can contribute to solutions for nature compensation
and sustainable development. It is actually very clear that a healthy economy should be embedded in a
healthy ecology and society [107], but how is this translated into adequate action perspectives? Does it
make any sense at all to continue to consider nature conservation in conjunction with compensation for
what will be destroyed by continued economic development? How can the interests of stakeholders,
such as developers, nature conservation experts, businesses, citizens and habitat bankers, be involved
in negotiation and decision-making processes in such a way that they do not subsequently pursue
their own interests through protest actions or legal proceedings? Furthermore, what about the obvious
conflicts of interest between different stakeholders? As long as there are no supported answers to
these and similar questions, indicating that conflicts of interest are not being resolved but avoided,
destructive compromises and unsustainable solutions are implicitly accepted, while explicitly dealing
with them opens ways to constructive and sustainable solutions [89]. Actually, starting with habitat
banking in practice, offers opportunities to explicitly ask and answer these questions.

Nature compensation and habitat banking are, in principle, technocratic systems to support
private investment in conservation and market-based approaches to halt biodiversity loss. In at least a
number of European countries, the rise of these systems in the current neoliberal era coincides with
budget cuts in nature policy, the increasing commodification of nonhuman nature and the ongoing
deregulation of environmental legislation [95]. The Netherlands also belongs to these countries [169].
In this regard, Apostolopoulou and Adams [95] argue that public attention to the dialectic of “un-green
and green grabbing” (“un-green grabbing” is defined as the current neoliberal process of intensifying
the exploitation of protected natural areas [95]) in society is paramount. This is because neoliberal
logic and practices (i) ultimately act as a catalyst for the further degradation of nature and biodiversity;
(ii) have to a large extent been able to motivate the state apparatus to develop into an entrepreneurial
entity of the capital, and (iii) have radically changed our theoretical and political understanding of
people’s social relationship with nature, while (iv) advocates of the resulting capitalist expansion
themselves imply contradictory normative assumptions about nature and biodiversity. In the context
of “un-green and green grabbing”, it is indeed not inconceivable that habitat banking will be misused
by capitalist expansion. However, it can also provide a unique opportunity to explicitly consider
contemporary nature conservation in relation to the human–nature relationship: extrapolation of its
recent history to the future, ethical motives and moral responsibilities to nature or their loss over time,
scientific challenges and political implications [89].

Nature policy in former times was almost exclusively legitimized by the intrinsic value of
nature [39,170], which means that nature conservation initially was a normative endeavor [171].
This justification for nature conservation is not widely acknowledged and still remains highly
controversial [172], partly because it proved very difficult for people to understand and discuss nature’s
intrinsic value and its philosophical implications [173] (p. 153). Moreover, the notion of intrinsic value
does not seem to motivate most people to behave in a way that is essential for nature conservation and
sustainable development [46,174]. Conservationists should therefore define their new mission for the
21th century [171]. Perhaps relational values, further investigated within the frame of habitat banking,
can help to find the way back to lost ethical motives and moral responsibilities to nature. Relational
values can play a key role in framing and facilitating discussions in participatory decision-making
processes aimed at linking environmental changes to physical and to nonmaterial human values,
thereby contributing to the re-evaluation of conservation policy [170] (p. 8). This learning process
could ultimately result in a contemporary innovation of the human–nature relationship based on
(i) equivalence, (ii) a vision of humanity as part of nature, and (iii) a role of people towards nature
grounded in culturally reflexive stewardship [54] and indirect reciprocity [56]. In this respect again,
habitat banking can be misused by adapting it to the extrinsic values of mainly market players, but it
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can also contribute to reposition relational values in society, thereby helping to bridge the growing
gap with underlying human and moral values. A multiple as well as multilayered value system for
application in social-ecological systems [82,175,176] at regional area level could help prevent misuse of
habitat banking.

10. Conclusions

We conclude that habitat banking has added value for biodiversity and sustainable development,
since this trading system of nature values (nature credits) (i) provides space for economic and
social developments, while at the same time creating opportunities for developing new nature;
(ii) offers new action perspectives to societal parties who want to deal with or make more targeted
investments in nature development, thereby creating a more socially and ecologically responsible
living environment; (iii) supports choices and decisions by stakeholders with ecologically justified,
workable and trustworthy instruments and frameworks; (iv) offers a starting point for new financial
mechanisms and business models for nature development and conservation, making the nature sector
less dependent on government grants; (v) frees nature policy from excessive detailing and technocracy
and the associated dependence on expert judgement; and (vi) ultimately also leads to an improvement
of mandatory nature compensation. However, these conclusions are not undisputed. The controversy
surrounding habitat banking can be traced back to an expected side effect in current neoliberal contexts
in the Western world, that habitat banking will mainly lead to a further polarization between ecological
values (planet) and economic values (profit), whereby social and cultural perspectives and values of
nature (people) are pushed into the background. The added value of habitat banking, though, is not
twofold but triple in principle: (1) people: social and societal, (2) planet: governmental and political,
and (3) profit: financial and economic. In short, socio-cultural and social values, and ultimately
people’s ethical and moral values towards nature and biodiversity, require more attention in habitat
banking. To this end, it is important to realize that nature valuation processes are socially and culturally
constructed and, as a consequence, to launch habitat banking in conjunction with socio-ecological
learning processes, which develop towards the application of multiple and multi-layered valuation
approaches. In this context, a better understanding of relational values, which support (i) meaningful
relationships and responsibilities between individuals in companies and society, (ii) relationships with
and between associated societal institutions, and eventually (iii) the human–nature relationship, could
also contribute to the inclusion of socio-cultural and social values within habitat banking and could
ultimately restore the loss in current time of people’s moral values towards nature.

To actually realize the added value of habitat banking for The Netherlands, we conclude that it is
important to start small with habitat banking, initially (i) within bottom-up regional integral area pilots
(ii) in the domain of voluntary nature compensation, and (iii) using participatory decision-making.
This is in order to (1) minimize or limit the potential risks to nature and biodiversity (2) while at the
same time increasing societal confidence, (3) be able to create a context of learning and experimentation
and ultimately generate socio-ecological learning en route to social-ecological systems (SESs), and (4) be
in a position to involve the widest possible range of relevant stakeholders of these areas with their
belonging value systems. Thereby, it is recommended that the results of reductionist-technocratic
economic and ecological value calculations should ultimately not be used as objective truths, but as
input for the considerations about the multiple values of nature with regards to habitat banking in
specific participatory area processes. This approach should enable the owners and users of those areas
to gain a more decisive say in comparison with institutions and businesses, which can contribute to
the democratic legitimacy of habitat banking and ultimately also of mandatory nature compensation.
Over time, habitat banking thus helps to discover the significance of a contemporary human–nature
relationship based on equivalence, a vision of humanity as part of nature, and a role of people towards
nature grounded on culturally reflexive stewardship and indirect reciprocity. In short, habitat banking
contributes to the further development of social-ecological systems.
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In all of this, based on our findings we consider it important to conduct extensive additional
scientific research aimed at further collection and analysis of empirical data. As the success of habitat
banking is context-dependent, this actually applies to all aspects of habitat banking we investigated for
this article. Guidance of integral area pilots from the scientific community is in any case also important
in this context. Furthermore, it would be interesting to conduct additional scientific research on the
basis of more specific research questions, derived from relevant theories (e.g., institutional theories and
supplementary learning theories).
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Appendix A. Ecological Opportunity Maps

Appendix A.1. Working with Ecological Opportunity Maps in General

Ecological opportunity maps of species and plant communities provide insight into the probability
that a species or plant community could occur in an area of which no current observations are known.
These maps also show whether a species may be more abundant than is apparent from the current
known observations, in particular as stated in the National Flora and Fauna Database (NDFF) [151].
Ecological opportunity maps are an important tool for including biodiversity in planning decisions in
a responsible way.

Appendix A.2. Methods for Creating Ecological Opportunity Maps

There are various methods for generating ecological opportunity maps. Two methods are
discussed below: (1) a method for drawing up species opportunity maps (Appendix A.2.1) and (2) a
method for determining plant community opportunities (Appendix A.2.2).

Appendix A.2.1. Species Opportunity Maps

On behalf of the Dutch Nature Data Authority, SOVON has made opportunity maps for a number
of critical animal species and plant species in 2013 [177]. For this purpose, spatial static models were
used, in which both presence and absence data of species are included. Information on absence is just as
important as information on the presence of species and both types of data therefore play an important
role in spatial modelling. In addition, information on land use and other environmental characteristics
is used for modelling. This information is needed to describe relationships in statistical models between
the observations and the environmental characteristics. These relationships are then used to predict the
expected occurrence in The Netherlands (at the level of square kilometers). The makers of the ecological
opportunity maps have drawn up a large set of environmental characteristics per square kilometer. A
total of 323 environmental variables were used for the modelling with information on, among other
things, land use, soil, groundwater level, crops, forest composition and water types. In order to avoid
accidental connections and to speed up the modelling process, preselections were made from the total
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set of variables of species of agricultural land, semi-open landscape, buildings, nature, forest and water.
As a result, the number of variables offered per species was limited to 70–110 [156].

On the website of the NDFF you can find an overview of the species for which opportunity
cards are available [178]. Ecological opportunity maps have been drawn up for some fifty species,
ranging from plant species to dragonflies, fish, reptiles, amphibians, butterflies, mammals and an
invertebrate species.

Appendix A.2.2. Opportunity Maps for Plant Communities

A different method is used to generate opportunity maps for plant communities. As with species,
the probability of a certain plant community occurring is calculated at the scale of square kilometers.
Contrary to the approach for species, no use is made of observations about plant communities.
An observation of a plant community concerns an analysis of the vegetation based on its species
composition (i.e., vegetation recordings), which is assigned to a plant community either manually or
automatically. What is used to generate opportunity maps for plant communities is, on the one hand,
the floristic composition of a plant community in the form of a so-called synoptic table as displayed in
Figure A1, and on the other hand, the occurrence of plant species in The Netherlands on the scale of
square kilometers. For the time being, the information on the occurrence of plant species is based on
an older version of FLORBASE [179]. At present, the distribution data is stored in the NDFF [151].
The advantage of using the floristic data is that for a large number of species, more or less land-covering
distribution information is available.

The probability of the occurrence of a plant community is determined by identifying on the
scale of a square kilometer for which characteristic species observations are available in the database
(FLORON/NDFF). The next step is to calculate the fidelity rates of these species. Then standardization
is applied by setting the highest value per plant community at 100, so that opportunity maps of
different plant communities can be combined in further analyses.

Figure A2 shows the distribution of the Arrhenatheretum elatioris (Glanshaver-associatie) [146] on
the left, based only on vegetation recordings as shown in Figure A2a. One could speak of a current
distribution, but the picture is far from complete because vegetation recordings of the Arrhenatheretum
elatioris have not been made everywhere in The Netherlands. However, a clear pattern can be seen in
which the system of the large rivers is well reflected. If we then consider the opportunities map on the
right in Figure A2b, we can roughly see the same pattern with the large rivers as the most important
region of occurrence for the Arrhenatheretum elatioris. In comparison with the current distribution,
however, it can also be seen that the Arrhenatheretum elatioris could potentially occur in many more
places in The Netherlands than is currently the case. Particularly in the dunes, Zeeland and the
South of Limburg, this plant community seems to have a much greater potential than the actual
distribution area.
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Appendix A.3. Use of Ecological Opportunity Maps for Planning Considerations

Different perspectives can be chosen for the assessment of the consequences of planning changes
on biodiversity.

1. In a region it is possible to search for locations where the loss of biodiversity is expected to be
limited, for example during the construction or expansion of a pig farm. By making a cross-section
of stacked opportunity maps of species and plant communities, the whitest areas can be identified,
i.e., the areas where the opportunities for the occurrence of species and plant communities are
lowest (i.e., potentially promising planning locations). However, a selection must be made of those
species and plant communities that are most sensitive in relation to the planned intervention.

2. If, as a result of a planned intervention, valuable nature is lost somewhere, compensation is
mandatory. A habitat with proportional biodiversity value will therefore have to be created at
another location (in the region) (or at least the ecological preconditions will have to be developed,
under which the desired biodiversity will develop over time). In such a case, ecological
opportunity maps can be used as search tools for identifying the potentially most suitable
locations (potentially suitable compensation locations). Here again, not all opportunity maps
need to be taken into consideration. If, for example, the compensation includes the restoration of
a piece of nature belonging to the Ericion tetralicis (Dophei-verbond) [145], only those species and
plant communities that are characteristic of it should be taken into account.
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